Worst Prisons in the World

10 ADX Florence SuperMax Facility, Colorado

Colorado Worst Prisons

ADX Florence SuperMax Facility, located in Colorado, is also in top 10 worst prisons in the world because it secures 10th position. This prison works under federal government’s supervision. U.S. government keeps worst criminals in this prison. The security and control of this prison is tightest not only in the country but in the world as well. It has capacity of holding 490 male prisoners where every incoming prisoner is kept alone (because he is not allowed to talk any other inmate) for the 23 hours (around one full day). The jail is known as “Clean Version of Hell”.

9 Guantanamo Bay, Cuba Worst Prisons
Cuba is the only country who has two of its prisons in the list of top 10 worst prisons in the world. Guantanamo Bay is the second worst jail in this country which is next to United States. It got worldwide fame for keeping Al-Qaida prisoners who were arrested by U.S. Army in Afghanistan. The prison became headlines several times in international media for physical torturing and even sexually abusing the prisoners.

Bang Kwang Prison, Thailand
Bang-Kwang-Prison-Thailand Worst Prisons

Bang Kwang Prison is the worst jail that Thailand has. The jail is famous for keeping long sentenced inmates. Jail guards treat inmates brutally. Long sentence inmates are forced to wear leg irons as soon as they enter into this prison which remains on their legs for three months. They are provided limited food and more food can be asked only for an extra payment or extra work.

Fortaleza de San Carlos la Cabana, Cuba

Fortaleza-de-San-Carlos-de-la-Cabana-Cuba Worst Prisons
Fortaleza de San Carlos de la Cabana is the 7th worst prison in the world but on top in Cuba. The cells in this prison are not enough to keep humans because a man can barely sit there. Cuban government keeps more or less 75,000 prisoners in this worldwide famous prison. They are badly beaten and even are shot straight away if found involved in a mess. Inmates are facing worst living conditions there along with inhumane torture.

6

Drapchi Prison, Lasha

Drapchi Prison, Lasha Worst Prisons

Drapchi Prison, located in Lasha, is another worst prison that secures 6th position in our list. This 6th worst prison in the world is famous for brutally beating inmates. Jail guards are found involved in shooting down inmates even for commenting them or talking bad to them. They keep prisoners isolated, torture them so badly and beat with different items.

5

La Sabaneta Prison, Venezuela
La-Sabaneta-Prison-Venezuela Worst Prisons

La Sabaneta Prison is truly the worst prison in Venezuela but its inhumane torture activities put it in our top 10 worst prisons in the world’s list at 5th position. The jail is famous for its worst, harsh and most brutal torture style on inmates. The prison has the capacity of keeping not more than 15,000 inmates at the same time but authorities have put more than 25,000 prisoners in this jail. It has more prisoners but less staff to keep an eye on them. Killing of prisoners is done in this jail almost on daily basis.

Diyarbakir Prison, Turkey
Diyarbakir-Prison-Turkey Worst Prisons

Diyarbakir Prison, Turkey is also regarded as worst prison on Earth but it is truly at No. 1 in the country. The prison became a worldwide headline in the press and media when an incident happened between prisoners and jail guards which left 10 killed, 9 in critical condition while 23 in highly critical condition. The prison is famous for torturing inmates in multiple ways including wolfhounds attack, physical torture and hunger strikes.

Tadmor Prison, Syria
Tadmor-Prison-Syria Worst Prisons

Tadmor Prison, which is located in Syrian desert, is the toughest and worsen prison in Syria. The inhumane activities of this prison put it on 3\textsuperscript{rd} position. Tadmor Prison is recognized worldwide for physical torture, extreme harsh conditions and number of brutal acts. Even the jail guards were found involved in dragging prisoners and even killing them. It was closed by Syrian government in 2001 but they reopened this worst jail of the country in 2011.

Kwan Li So No. 22, North Korea
Kwan-Li-So-No-22-North Korea Worst Prisons

Kwan Li So No. 22, located in North Korea, also has worst living condition for the humans. This second in top 10 worst prisons in the world is the prison where both male and female prisoners are kept. The prison also keeps infants and children. It is said about this North Korean prison claim that inhumane activities and the torture are not only limited to adult prisoners but infants and other kids are also the part of it.
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Gitarama Prison, Rwanda Africa
Rwanda Worst Prisons

Gitarama Prison, which is located in Rwanda, Africa, is generally ranked as the worst prison in the world. Stats show that this worst prison of the world doesn’t have enough space to host any more single prisoners at the moment. It is said that this African prison has four men per square yard which is literally the worst condition to keep humans in any place even if it is a prison. The prison was built for 500 prisoners but there are around 6000 prisoners in there.